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My book, The New Truth, was written over a course of the past two years and serves as a
cathartic delivery from the challenges of daily life. 20% of all proceeds will go to the Chair for
World Peace at the University of Maryland.About the author:I am an enthusiastic high school
junior who loves nature and learning the way the world works. As a fierce free will advocate and
optimist on the basis of the current limits of science, many of my works touch on the
metaphysical and unknown as an artistic representation of anti-Schopenhauerian ideology.
Furthermore, as an active member of the Baha'i Faith, my works intend to unite rather than
divide to provide a positive and uplifting force for the anti-determinists speckled throughout the
codependent yet distinctly separate realms of academia, fighting against a monopoly of
thought.Although dissatisfied will serves as a motivator for success in our structured yet
disorganized society, human discontentment, by definition, boasts a radix robust enough to exit
the confines of subconscious thought. Therefore, although humans will always be dissatisfied,
they will never be directionless, as want and dissatisfaction jointly form the meaning of life.



“Regard man as a mine rich in gems of inestimable value. Education can, alone, cause it to
reveal its treasures, and enable mankind to benefit therefrom.”– Bahá’u’lláh, Tablets of
Bahá’u’lláh, Lawh-i-Maqsúd With each of my poems come a photograph taken from my weather
balloon experiment. It is my hope that you experience spiritual elevation as you progress through
these two independent yet interdependent mediums of art. Table of Contents5 – Float7 – A
Visit9 – Hope11 – Dawn Tames the Tiger15 – The Weeping Pen18 – One Seed22 – Timeless
Bridge26 – Liberty Sparkles33 – Flight40 – Mute Euphoria Float I just want to writeMy time
awayFrom loose endsComfortably loyal To the art of expressionEscaping the mysteryThat life
has placed beforeMe, a pawn in the Great Game    
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Mahin Yazdani, “Amazing book! Poetry so deep, so sensitive, so delicate, yet so strong!. ”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Very nice! I like. Very quick read. However, I liked it as although it was
quick, I valued every second of the book.”

The book by Wale  Oyeniyi has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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